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Abstract

A directed star forest is a forest all of whose components arestars with
arcs emanating from the center to the leaves. The acircuiticdirected star
arboricity of an oriented graphG (that is a digraph with no opposite arcs)
is the minimum number of edge-disjoint directed star forests whose union
covers all edges ofG and such that the union of any two such forests is
acircuitic. We show that every subcubic graph has acircuitic directed star
arboricity at most four.

1 Introduction

We consider finite simple oriented graphs, that is digraphs with no opposite arcs.
For an oriented graphG, we denote byV(G) its set of vertices and byA(G) its set
of arcs.

In [1], Algor and Alon introduced the notion of thedirected star arboricityof
a digraphG, defined as the minimum number of edge-disjoint directed star forests
needed to coverA(G). (A directed star forest is a forest all of whose components
are directed stars, that is stars with arcs emanating from the center.) In the same
vein, we study here the new notion of theacircuitic directed star arboricity of an
oriented graphG, defined as the minimum number of edge-disjoint directed star
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forests needed to coverA(G) in such a way that the union of any two such forests
contains no circuit. In [5], Guiduli proved that every oriented graph with indegree
and outdegree both less thanD has directed star arboricity at mostD+20logD+84
colors.

In this paper, we prove the following

Theorem 1 Every graph with maximum degree at most 3 has acircuitic directed
star arboricity at most 4.

The notion of acircuitic directed star arboricity arises from the study of arc-
coloring of oriented graphs. In [4], Courcelle introduced the notion of vertex-
coloring of oriented graphs as follows: ak-vertex-coloringof an oriented graphG
is a mappingf from V(G) to a set ofk colors such that(i) f (u) 6= f (v) whenever
−→uv is an arc inG, and (ii) f (u) 6= f (x) whenever−→uv and−→wx are two arcs inG
with f (v) = f (w). Vertex-coloring of oriented graphs have been studied by several
authors in the last past years (see e.g. [2, 6] or [9] for an overview).

Recall that anacyclic coloring of an undirected graphU is a proper coloring
of U such that every cycle inU uses at least three colors. Raspaud and Sopena
proved in [8] that every orientation of an undirected graph that admits an acyclic
k-coloring admits an oriented(k ·2k−1)-coloring.

One can define arc-colorings of oriented graphs in a natural way by saying
that, as in the undirected case, an arc-coloring of an oriented graphG is a vertex-
coloring of the line digraph ofG. (Recall that the line digraphL(G) of G is given by
V(L(G)) = A(G) and(−→uv,−→vw) ∈ A(L(G)) whenever−→uv∈ A(G) and−→vw∈ A(G).) It
is not difficult to see that every oriented graph having ak-vertex-coloring admits a
k-arc-coloring (from ak-vertex-coloringf , we obtain ak-arc-coloringg by setting
g(−→uv) = f (u)).

By adapting the proof of the above-mentionned result of Raspaud and Sopena,
it is not difficult to prove that every oriented graph with acircuitic directed star
arboricity at mostk admits a(k ·2k−1)-arc-coloring.

This paper is organised as follows: we introduce the main definitions and no-
tation in the next section and prove our main result in Section 3.

2 Definitions and notation

In the rest of the paper, oriented graphs will be simply called graphs. For a vertex
v, we denote byd−(v) the indegree ofv, by d+(v) its outdegree and byd(v) its
degree, that isd(v) = d+(v)+d−(v). A source vertexis a vertexv with d−(v) = 0.
Themaximum degreeandminimum degreeof a graphG are respectively denoted
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by ∆(G) andδ(G). A graphG is said to becubic if ∆(G) = δ(G) = 3 andsubcubic
if ∆(G) ≤ 3.

We denote by−→uv the arc fromu to v or simply uv whenever its orientation is
not relevant (thereforeuv= −→uv or uv= −→vu). If a = −→uv is an arc, thenu is thetail
andv is theheadof a.

For a graphG and a vertexv of V(G), we denote byG\v the graph obtained
from G by removingv together with the set of its incident arcs; similarly, for an
arc a of A(G), G\ a denotes the graph obtained fromG by removinga. These
two notions are extended to sets in a standard way: for a set ofverticesV ′, G\V ′

denotes the graph obtained fromG by successively removing all vertices ofV ′ and
their incident arcs, and for a set of arcsA′, G\A′ denotes the graph obtained from
G by removing all arcs ofA′.

The notions of arboricity discussed in the previous sectionmay be defined in
terms of arc-colorings or partitions of the set of arcs. Moreprecisely, ak-directed-
star-coloring (or simply k-dst-coloring) of a graphG is a partition ofA(G) into
k directed star forests{F1,F2, . . . ,Fk}. Equivalently, ak-dst-coloring ofG is a k-

coloring f of A(G) such that(i) −→uv,−→vw∈ A(G) ⇒ f (
−→
uv) 6= f (

−→
vw), and(ii) −→uv,−→tv ∈

A(G) ⇒ f (
−→
uv) 6= f (

−→
tv). Thedirected star arboricityof G, denoted bydst(G), is

then the smallestk for which G admits ak-dst-coloring.
A graph G is acircuitic if it does not contain any circuit. Ak-acircuitic-

directed-star-coloring(or simply k-adst-coloring) of a graphG is a partition of
A(G) into k directed star forests{F1,F2, . . . ,Fk} such that for alli, j ∈ [1,k], Fi ∪Fj

is acircuitic. Equivalently, ak-adst-coloring ofG is ak-dst-coloring ofG such that
no circuit inG is bichromatic. Theacircuitic directed star arboricityof G, denoted
by adst(G), is the smallestk for which G admits ak-adst-coloring.

Note that from the above definitions we get that every edge-coloring of an
undirected graphH is a dst-coloring of any orientation ofH. Similarly, every
acyclic edge-coloring ofH is an adst-coloring of any orientation ofH.

The following notation will be extensively used in the rest of the paper. Con-
sider a graphG and letA′ = {a1,a2, . . . ,an} be a subset ofA(G). We denote by
CG(a1,a2, . . . ,an), or simplyCG(A′), the set of circuits ofG that contain all the
arcsa1,a2, . . . ,an.
Drawing conventions. In all the figures, we shall use the following convention: a
vertex whose neighbors are totally specified will be black, whereas a vertex whose
neighbors are partially specified will be white. Moreover, an edge will represent
an arc with any of its two possible orientations.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1

Suppose that Theorem 1 is false and consider a minimal counter-exampleG. We
prove a series of lemmas. In each of them, we reduceG to a smaller graphG′ (that
is |A(G)|> |A(G′)|) which admits a 4-adst-coloringf ′ which is also apartial adst-
coloring of G (that is an adst-coloring only defined on some subsetA′ of A(G)).
We extend such a partial adst-coloringf ′ to an adst-coloringf of G. In this case,
it should be understood that we setf (a) = f ′(a) for every arca∈ A(G′). We then
explain how to setf (a) for every uncoloreda∈ A(G). The existence off proves
that G does not contain some specific configurations. This set of configurations
will finally lead to a contradiction.

Consider a circuitC and letu,v ∈ V(C). We denote byPC(u,v) the directed
path fromu to v in C.

The following observation will be extensively used in the sequel:

Observation 2 Let C be a circuit, f an adst-coloring of C, and C′ the circuit
obtained from C by replacing PC(u,v) by a directed path PC′(u,v). If f ′ is a
dst-coloring of C′ such that f′(a) = f (a) for every a/∈ PC′(u,v) and { f (a); a ∈
PC(u,v)} ⊆ { f ′(a′); a′ ∈ PC′(u,v)} then f′ is an adst-coloring of C′.

This directly follows from the fact that| f ′(C′)| ≥ | f (C)| ≥ 3.
We first show that a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1 is necessarily a

cubic graph.

Lemma 3 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, thenδ(G) ≥ 3.

Proof. Let v∈V(G) with d(v) ≤ 2. We consider two cases:

Case 1 : dG(v) = 1.
Consider the dangling arcuv in G and let f ′ be any 4-adst-coloring of the
graphG′ = G\ {v}. We extendf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G by setting
f (uv) = a for some colora distinct from the colors of the at most two arcs
incident touv.

Case 2 : dG(v) = 2.
Consider the two arcsuvandwv in G and let f ′ be any 4-adst-coloring of the
graphG′ obtained fromG by contractinguv in a single vertexx. We extendf ′

to a 4-adst-coloringf of G by settingf (wv) = f ′(wx) and f (uv) = a for any
a distinct from the colors of the three arcs incident touv. (By Observation 2,
no circuit inG can be bichromatic.)

In both cases we thus obtain a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a contradiction.
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221 43 1
(a)

231 12 3
(b)323 1 42

1w y
v
z
u x
(c)

u2v1u1 v2v3u3
(d)

Figure 1: Configurations of Lemma 5

Lemma 4 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G does notcon-
tain any source vertex.

Proof. Let v ∈ V(G) be a source vertex,u1, u2 andu3 be the three neighbors of
v and f ′ be any 4-adst-coloring of the graphG′ = G\ v. By Lemma 3, we know
thatd+(v) = 3. Each of the arcs−→vu1, −→vu2 and−→vu3 has at least two available colors.
Since they can get the same color, we can extendf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a
contradiction.

We now prove that a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1 contains no tri-
angle.

Lemma 5 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G is triangle-free.

Proof. If G contains three pairwise adjacent triangles, thenG is an orientation of
the complete graphK4. By Lemma 4 we only have to consider the two orientations
of K4 depicted on Figures 1(a) and 1(b) that both admit a 4-adst-coloring.
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If G contains two adjacent triangles, thenG contains the configuration of Fig-
ure 1(c). Consider the graphG′ = G\{w,x} and let f ′ be a 4-adst-coloring ofG′

such thatf ′(uv) 6= f ′(yz) (this can be done since we have two possible choices for
coloring each ofuvanduz). Suppose without loss of generality thatf ′(uv) = 1 and
f ′(yz) = 2. In this case, we can produce an acyclic 4-edge-coloring asdepicted
on Figure 1(c). Indeed, this coloring is a proper edge-coloring and no path link-
ing u andz is bichromatic. Hence, for all possible orientations of thearcs of the
configuration, this coloring gives a 4-adst-coloringf of G.

Suppose finally thatG contains the configuration of Figure 1(d), and letf ′ be
any 4-adst-coloring of the graphG′ obtained fromG by contracting the triangle
v1v2v3 in a single vertexv. Therefore, every circuitC∈CG(−→uivi ,

−−→v ju j) corresponds
to a circuitC′ ∈CG′(−→uiv,

−→vuj).
We now extend the partial adst-coloringf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G as fol-

lows. We distinguish two cases:

Case 1 : f′(vu1) 6= f ′(vu2) 6= f ′(vu3) 6= f ′(vu1).
Without loss of generality, suppose thatf ′(v1u1) = 1, f ′(v2u2) = 2 and
f ′(v3u3) = 3. We then setf (v3v1) = 2, f (v1v2) = 3 and f (v2v3) = 1.

Case 2 :∃ i, j ∈ {1,2,3}, i 6= j, f ′(viui) = f ′(v ju j) = a.
In this case we necessarily have−→viui ,

−−→v ju j ∈ A(G). Let k∈ {1,2,3}, k 6= i, j.
We then setf (vivk), f (v jvk) and f (viv j) as follows:

1. f (vivk) = b for anyb 6∈ {a, f ′(ukvk)},

2. f (v jvk) = c for anyc 6∈ {a,b, f ′(ukvk)},

3. f (viv j) = d for anyd 6∈ {a,b,c}.

This can be done since we have four available colors.

In both cases, thanks to Observation 2, we obtain a 4-adst-coloring f of G, a con-
tradiction.

Let Gbe a graph andC a circuit inG. An arc having exactly one of its endpoints
in C is said to beincidentto C. Moreover, two such incident arcs areneighboring
if their endpoints inC are linked by an arc ofC.

The four next lemmas will allow us to prove that a minimal counter-example
G to Theorem 1 is necessarily acircuitic.

Lemma 6 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G does notcon-
tain a circuit all of whose vertices have indegree one and outdegree two.
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Proof. Suppose that there exists a circuitC = {−−→v0v1, −−→v1v2, . . ., −−−−−→vk−2vk−1, −−−→vk−1v0}
in G such thatd+(vi) = 1 andd−(vi) = 2 for i ∈ [0,k−1] and let f ′ be any 4-adst-
coloring of the graphG′ = G\C. Let{−→viui | i ∈ [0,k−1]} be the set of arcs incident
to C.

We extend the partial coloringf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G as follows. Due to
the orientation ofG,C is the only circuit ofG that does not belong toG′. Therefore,
we only need to color the arcs ofC in such a way thatC is not bichromatic. We
distinguish two cases depending on the colors of the arcs incident toC.

1. All arcs incident toC are colored with the same color. In this case, we color
the arcs ofC using the three other remaining colors.

2. Two neighboring arcs incident toC have distinct colors. Suppose without
loss of generality thatf ′(−−→v0u0) = c0 and f ′(−−→v1u1) 6= c0. In this case, we set

(a) f (−−→v0v1) = c0,

(b) ∀i ∈ [1,k−2], f (−−−→vivi+1) = ci for anyci 6∈ {ci−1, f (−−−−−→vi+1ui+1)},

(c) f (−−−→vk−1v0) = ck−1 for anyck−1 6∈ {c0,c1,ck−2}.

The circuitC is clearly not bichromatic sincec0 6= c1 6= ck−1 6= c0.

In both cases, we obtain a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a contradiction.

Lemma 7 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G does notcon-
tain a circuit all of whose vertices have indegree two and outdegree one.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a circuitC = {−−→v0v1, −−→v1v2, . . ., −−−−−→vk−2vk−1, −−−→vk−1v0} in
G (see Figures 2(a) or 3(a)) such thatd+(vi) = 2 andd−(vi) = 1 for i ∈ [0,k−1].
Let {−→uivi | i ∈ [0,k−1]} be the set of arcs incident toC. By Lemma 5, the tails of
two neighboring arcs incident toC are necessarily distinct.

We consider two cases depending on whether the verticesu0 andu2 are distinct
or not. We first show that in both cases there exists a reduction G′ of G (see Figures
2(b) and 3(b)) which admits a 4-adst-coloringf ′ such thatf ′(−−→u0v0) 6= f ′(−−→u1v1) 6=
f ′(−−→u2v2) 6= f ′(−−→u0v0).

Case 1 : u0 6= u2 (see Figure 2(a)).
Let f ′ be any 4-adst-coloring of the graphG′ obtained fromG\C by iden-
tifying v0, v1 andv2 in a single vertexv (see Figure 2(b)). We clearly have
f (−→u0v) 6= f (−→u1v) 6= f (−→u2v) 6= f (−→u0v).
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v1v0 v2u0 u1 u2
(a) The graphG

u0 u1 u2v
(b) The graphG′

Figure 2: The configuration of Case 1 of Lemma 7 and its reduction.

v1v0 v2u1 u
(a) The graphG

v1v0 v2u1 u
(b) The graphG′

Figure 3: The configuration of Case 2 of Lemma 7 and its reduction.
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Case 2 : u0 = u2 = u (see Figure 3(a)).
Note that by Lemma 4 we haveu1 6= u. Let f ′ be any 4-adst-coloring of
the graphG′ = G\C (see Figure 3(b)). Since we have at least three available
colors for the arcs−→uv0 and−→uv2, we can choosef ′ in such a way thatf ′(−→uv0) 6=
f ′(−−→u1v1) 6= f ′(−→uv2) 6= f ′(−→uv0).

Assume now thatf (−−→u0v0) = c1, f (−−→u1v1) 6= c1 and f (−−→u2v2) 6= c1. As in the
previous lemma,C is the only circuit ofG that does not belong toG′. Therefore,
we only need to color the arcs ofC in such a way thatC is not bichromatic. We
then setf as follows:

1. f (−−→v1v2) = c1,

2. ∀ i ∈ [2,k−1], j = i +1 (mod k), f (−→viv j) = ci

for anyci 6∈ {ci−1, f (−→uivi), f (−−→u j v j)},

3. f (−−→v0v1) = c0 for anyc0 /∈ {ck−1,c1, f (−−→u1v1)}.

Note thatck−1 6= f (−−→u0v0) = c1. Therefore,ck−1 6= c0 6= c1 6= ck−1 andC is not
bichromatic. We thus obtain a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a contradiction.

From the two previous lemmas, we get that ifC is a circuit in a minimal
counter-example to Theorem 1, there exist two neighboring arcs incident withC
having opposite directions (with respect toC). The next two lemmas will show
that this situation is also not possible.

Lemma 8 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G does notcon-
tain the configuration depicted on Figure 4(a).

Proof. Suppose that the graphG contains the configuration of Figure 4(a), with the
arcsu′1u, u′2u, y′1y, y′2y, v′1v, v′2v, z′1z andz′2z being pairwise distinct, and letf ′ be
any 4-adst-coloring of the graphG′ obtained fromG\{w,x} by adding the arcs−→uy
and−→vz (see Figure 4(b)). Suppose thatf ′(−→uy) = a and f ′(−→vz) = b.

We extend the partial 4-adst-coloringf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G as follows.
LetE =CG(−→uw,−→wx,−→xy)∪CG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xz) andF =CG(−→uw,−→wx,−→xz)∪CG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xy).

We first setf (−→xy) = a and f (−→xz) = b. Clearly, all circuits inG not belonging to
E∪F also belong toG′, and thus are already not bichromatic. Moreover, by Ob-
servation 2, the circuits inE will not be bichromatic. Therefore, we only have to
pay attention to the circuits inF.

We consider two cases depending on the colorsa andb:
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yxwu
zv01 v z01

u01 u02 y01y02
v02 z02

a b
(a) The graphG

yu
zv01 v z01

u01 u02 y01y02
v02 z02

a
b

(b) The reductionG′

Figure 4: The configuration of Lemma 8 and its reduction.
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Case 1 : a6= b.
We set f (−→uw) = a, f (−→vw) = b and f (−→wx) = c for any c /∈ {a,b}. Since
|{ f (−→uw), f (−→wx), f (−→xz)}|= |{a,c,b}|= 3 and|{ f (−→vw), f (−→wx), f (−→xy)}|= |{b,c,a}|=
3, no circuit inF is bichromatic.

Case 2 : a= b.
We consider three subcases.

1. {
−→
uu′1,

−→
uu′2,

−→
vv′1,

−→
vv′2}

T

A(G) 6= /0.

We assume without loss of generality that
−→
vv′1 ∈ A(G). In this case, we

first set f (−→uw) = c for anyc /∈ {a, f (uu′1), f (uu′2)} and f (−→vw) = d for
any d /∈ {a,c, f (vv′2)}. Now, we can color the arc−→wx with the fourth
color e /∈ {a,c,d}. Therefore,|{ f (−→uw), f (−→wx), f (−→xz)}| = |{c,e,a}| =
3, |{ f (−→vw), f (−→wx), f (−→xy)}| = |{d,e,a}| = 3, and so no circuit inF is
bichromatic.

2.
−→
u′1u,

−→
u′2u,

−→
v′1v,

−→
v′2v∈ A(G)

and{ f (
−→
u′1u), f (

−→
u′2u)} 6= { f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)}.

Note that sincea /∈ { f (
−→
u′1u), f (

−→
u′2u), f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)}, we necessarily

have{ f (
−→
u′1u), f (

−→
u′2u)}∩ { f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)} 6= /0. Therefore, we can as-

sume without loss of generality thatf (
−→
u′1u) = f (

−→
v′1v) = c, f (

−→
u′2u) = d

and f (
−→
v′2v) = e, with a,c,d,e being pairwise distinct. In this case, we

set f (−→uw) = e and f (−→vw) = d. Now, we can color the arc−→wx with the
colorc. Therefore,|{ f (−→uw), f (−→wx), f (−→xz)}| = |{e,c,a}| = 3, |{ f (−→vw),
f (−→wx), f (−→xy)}| = |{d,c,a}| = 3, and so no circuit inF is bichromatic.

3.
−→
u′1u,

−→
u′2u,

−→
v′1v,

−→
v′2v∈ A(G)

and{ f (
−→
u′1u), f (

−→
u′2u)} = { f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)}.

We assume without loss of generality thatf (
−→
u′1u) = f (

−→
v′1v) = c and

f (
−→
u′2u) = f (

−→
v′2v) = d, a 6= c 6= d 6= a. We then setf (−→vw) = a and

f (−→uw) = e with e /∈ {a,c,d}.
Since−→uwand−→xzare colored with distinct colors, no circuit inCG(−→uw,−→wx,−→xz)
is bichromatic.
We still have to set the color of the arc−→wx. We consider three subcases.

(a) {
−→
y′1y,

−→
y′2y}

T

A(G) 6= /0
We assume without loss of generality that

−→
y′1y ∈ A(G). So, if

f (yy′2) = c (resp. f (yy′2) = d), we setf (−→wx) = d (resp. f (−→wx) = c),

otherwise (f (yy′2)= e), we use eithercord. Therefore,|{ f (−→wx), f (−→xy), f (
−→
yy′2)}|=

3, and thus no circuit inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xy) is bichromatic.
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(b)
−→
yy′1,

−→
yy′2 ∈ A(G) and{ f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)} 6= { f (

−→
yy′1), f (

−→
yy′2)}.

We assume without loss of generality thatf (
−→
yy′2) = e. Now, if

f (
−→
yy′1) = c (resp. f (

−→
yy′1) = d) we setf (−→wx) = d (resp. f (−→wx) = c).

This implies that for anyi ∈ {1,2}, |{ f (−→wx), f (−→xy), f (
−→
yy′i)}| = 3,

and thus no circuit inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xy) is bichromatic.

(c)
−→
yy′1,

−→
yy′2 ∈ A(G) and{ f (

−→
v′1v), f (

−→
v′2v)} = { f (

−→
yy′1), f (

−→
yy′2)}.

We can suppose without loss of generality thatf (
−→
yy′1) = c and

f (
−→
yy′2) = d. We then setf (−→wx) = c. If there is no arc emanating

from y′1 and colored witha, no circuit inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xy) is bichro-
matic. If there exists an arc emanating fromy′1 and colored with
a, then there exists at least one available color distinct from c that
can be used to recolor the arc

−→
yy′1 in such a way that we forbid

bichromatic circuits inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xy).

In all cases, we obtain a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a contradiction.

In the configuration of the previous Lemma, the arcsuu′i andvv′j on one hand,
yy′i andzz′j on the other hand, are necessarily distinct since, by Lemma 5, a minimal
counter-example to Theorem 1 contains no triangle. The nextlemma deals with
the case where two arcsuu′i (or vv′i) andyy′j (or zz′j ) are the same. Without loss of
generality, we will suppose that the arcsv′1v andz′1z are the same.

Lemma 9 If G is a minimal counter-example to Theorem 1, then G does notcon-
tain the configuration depicted on Figure 5(a).

Proof. Suppose that the graphG contains the configuration of Figure 5(a) (in
this configuration, two arcs linking a black and a white vertex may be the same
provided it does not produce a triangle). We consider two cases depending on the
orientation of the arcvz.

Case 1 :−→vz∈ A(G).

Consider the graphG′
1 (see Figure 5(b)) obtained fromG\{w,x} by adding

the arcs−→uv and−→zy (see Figure 5(b)) and letf ′1 be any 4-adst-coloring ofG′
1.

Assume thatf ′1(
−→uv) = a, f ′1(

−→vz) = b and f ′1(
−→zy) = c (see Figure 5(b)). We

extend the partial 4-adst-coloringf ′ to a 4-adst-coloringf of G as follows.

We first setf (−→uw) = a, f (−→wx) = f (−→vz) = b and f (−→xy) = c (see Figure 5(a)).
By Observation 2, no circuit inG is thus bichromatic. We then color the arcs
−→vwand−→xz so that f (−→vw) /∈ {a,b, f (v′v)} and f (−→xz) /∈ {b, f (zz′)}.

12
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Figure 5: The configuration of Lemma 9 and its reductions.
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Figure 6: The orientation
−→
K4 such thatadst(

−→
K4) = 4

Case 2 :−→zv∈ A(G).

Consider the graphG′
2 obtained fromG\{w,x} by adding the arcs−→uzand−→vy

and let f ′2 be any 4-adst-coloring ofG′
2. Assume thatf ′2(

−→uz) = a, f ′2(
−→zv) = b

and f ′2(
−→vy) = c (see Figure 5(c)). We extend the partial 4-adst-coloringf ′ to

a 4-adst-coloringf of G as follows.

As in the previous case, we setf (−→uw) = a, f (−→wx) = f (−→vz) = b and f (−→xy) = c
(see Figure 5(a)). By Observation 2, we only have to pay attention to the
circuits inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xz). We then color the arcs−→vw and−→xz in such a way
that f (−→vw) /∈{a,b, f (v′v)} and f (−→xz) = a (this can be done sincef ′(zz′) 6= a).
Sincea 6= b 6= f (−→vw) 6= a, no circuit inCG(−→vw,−→wx,−→xz) is bichromatic.

In both cases we obtain a 4-adst-coloringf of G, a contradiction.

Using the previous lemmas, we can now prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 9, a minimal counter-exampleG
to Theorem 1 does not contain any circuit. Therefore, any 4-dst-coloring ofG
is a 4-adst-coloring ofG. Moreover, it follows from the definitions that anyk-
edge-coloring of the underlying undirected graph ofG is a k-dst-coloring ofG.
Therefore, by Vizing’s theorem [11], the graphG admits a 4-edge-coloring and
thus a 4-adst-coloring, a contradiction.

The bound given in Theorem 1 is optimal. To see that, considerthe orientation
−→
K4 of the complete graphK4 given on Figure 6. If we want to color this graph with
three colors, the only way to color the arcs−→xu, −→uw, −→wx, −→xv and−→vw is clearly the one
depicted on Figure 6. But in this case, we need one more color for the arc−→uv and
thus,adst(

−→
K4) = 4.
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4 Discussion

In [3] Burnstein proved that every graph with maximum degree4 admits an acyclic
5-vertex-coloring. Since the line graph of a subcubic graphhas maximum degree
at most 4, we get that every subcubic graph admits an acyclic 5-edge-coloring and
thus a 5-adst-coloring. Our result shows that this bound canbe decreased to 4 when
considering oriented graphs and acircuitic arc-colorings.

We also provided an oriented cubic graph with acircuitic directed star arboricity
4. However, we do not know any other example of a cubic oriented graph that does
not admit a 3-adst-coloring.

From our result, we get that every oriented graph with maximum degree three
admits a 4· 24−1 = 32-arc-coloring. However, every such graph admits an 11-
vertex-coloring [10] and thus an 11-arc-coloring.

In a companion paper [7] we show that everyK4-minor free oriented graphG
has acircuitic directed star arboricity at mostmin{∆(G),∆−(G)+2}, where∆−(G)
stands for the maximum indegree ofG. This class of graphs contains in particular
outerplanar graphs. It would thus be interesting to determine the acircuitic directed
star arboricity of planar graphs.
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